
FDIC Tested Verifiable CRA Marketing that works



In the past marketing to low to moderate income borrowers 

and small business for CRA purposes was hit or miss.  Legacy 

media didn’t offer analysis of effectiveness or verification of 

your efforts for the regulators.



We begin with a needs analysis using your prior 

CRA exit review. Any specific need or demographic

can be accurately targeted.





We use off-line data 
like you already use in 
direct mail marketing.
There are no privacy or 
data concerns, as we 
only use an address 
and zip code. No 
personally identifiable 
data is used. It’s 
effective and 
completely verifiable.





We retarget your LMI prospects through their Social Media accounts. This 

increases frequency and response.
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Stay in front of your low to 

moderate prospects with 

financial education outreach. 

Our drip email campaign 

keeps your institution’s name 

top of mind with this group.

See Our 
Rates



The real secret is our “Blackbox” 
strategy for phone engagement, 
developed with three decades of 
experience.



We monitor and supply analysis through out the life of the 

campaign. No guesswork! All our data reporting is third 

party for maximum transparency.



We supply your 
complete data set for 
your files and use in 
your review. They’ve 
been tested and 
proven through FDIC 
review. 





I have three decades of experience in the CRA market. Have 
an idea? I’d like to discuss it with you. We can target any 
group in the population. Please reach out if we’ve missed 
something or you have questions. We’re updating our  
strategies all the time. I’ll update you as the situation evolves.  
We’re here to help find solutions to problems. Conversation 
about those solutions is no charge.

Give me a call or drop me an email:                                        

901-857-4676
cmesser@abacustrategic.com

I have over three decades experience in marketing, lead 
generation, and sales of CRA eligible loans. Please visit my 
LinkedIn page for my background.

mailto:cmesser@abacustrategic.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cliff-messer-6226b266/

